Spectrometric and voltammetric investigation of interaction of neutral red with calf thymus DNA: pH effect.
The interaction of neutral red (NR) with calf thymus DNA (CT DNA) was investigated by spectrometric (UV-vis, circular dichroism and fluorescence) and voltammetric techniques. It was shown that the interaction of NR with DNA depended on the values of R (R is defined as the ratio of the concentration of NR to that of CT DNA) and pH of the solution. NR intercalated into CT DNA base pairs at lower R value (R < 2.4) and following by NR aggregating along the helical surface of DNA at higher R value (R > 2.4) in pH 6.0 solution. Interestingly, we found that at lower R value, NR intercalated into CT DNA with its long axis perpendicular or parallel to the dyad axis of DNA in the solution of pH 6.0. While in pH 7.0 solution, NR bound with CT DNA through intercalation and electrostatic interactions. The electrochemical inactive complexes, NR-2CT DNA, 3NR-CT DNA, and NR-CT DNA were formed when NR interacted with nucleic acids in pH 6.0 and 7.2 solutions, respectively. The corresponding intrinsic binding constants for these complexes were obtained by UV-vis and fluorescence spectrometric methods, respectively. The CD spectra showed that the conformation of CT DNA was converted from right-handed B-DNA to left-handed Z-DNA due to the aggregating of NR along the surface of DNA in pH 6.0 solution, whereas a conversion from B-DNA to C-DNA was induced due to the interaction of DNA with NR in pH 7.2 solution. Finally, two binding modes of NR with CT DNA in aqueous with different values of pH were shown in the scheme.